
Health and Dental 
Insurance

Smart Choice
Quality Health Care  

Affordable Costs

Step One
Discovery

We listen to your situation and goals, and then 
explain the opportunities that some of the more 

recent federal and municipal health reform 
changes might affect your coverage.

Step Two
Analysis and Projection

We analyze your existing coverages, assess how 
well they meet your needs, and gain some under-
standing of how those needs may change over 

the coming years.

Step Three
Implement Multi-Year  

Strategy

We work with you to develop a common vision 
of how quality coverage can be maintained and 
savings can be realized over the long term. Then 
we help you create and implement a multi-year 

strategy that everyone can agree to. 

The MIIA Health Benefits Trust was established in 1992 and is now one 
of the largest municipal purchasing groups in the nation. By providing 
customized coverage options within the context of municipal healthcare 
reform, we give our members greater flexibility in meeting these 
challenges.  

A Multi-Year, Strategic Approach to  
Healthcare Options

Healthcare reform on the federal and state levels is altering the insurance 
landscape And these changes are impacting your purchasing decisions. 
This is where we can really help. As insurance partners, and experts 
in municipal health reform, we work with each member community 
to create a customized, multi-year, strategic approach to managing 
healthcare costs and options. 

Pro-Active, Data-Driven, Member-Specific 
Solutions

MIIA’s Smart Choice strategy approaches health benefit coverage as an 
ongoing process—not just an annual budget item choice. It’s a three step 
process that is constantly improved by combining a thorough analysis 
of member data, utilization of innovative analytical tools and extensive 
market knowledge to implement a health care plan that minimizes costs 
and maximizes employee coverage.

Continued monitoring of the effectiveness of this strategic approach 
provides the data for course adjustments when the cycle starts again—
along with a fresh review of municipal health reform regulations and the 
discovery of even more opportunities for the next fiscal year.

We’re not limited to providing only “off-the-shelf” health plans at MIIA. 
Each of our member communities has their own customized plan, 
specifically designed to meet their objectives. 

Our Alternative Quality Contract (AQC) is a performance-incentive 
provider payment model. Ten of our largest accounts showed a net 
savings of $4M in reduced claims costs in 2014-15 due to the AQC.



Quality Coverage —  
Flexible Solutions
MIIA is a partner with Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Massachusetts, a long recognized nationwide 
healthcare leader and innovator. This partnership 
gives our members access to an extensive 
network of quality hospitals, physicians and 
essential healthcare providers . Sample plans for:

Active employees and retirees not 
eligible for Medicare

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO) 
HMO Value Plan 
HMO Benchmark .v1
HMO Benchmark .v2
HMO Benchmark .v1 Custom Network
HMO Benchmark .v1 Modified Deductible

Preferred Provider Organizations 
PPO Value Plan 
PPO Benchmark .v1
PPO Benchmark .v2
PPO Benchmark .v2 Custom Network

Medicare eligible retirees
Medicare Supplement and Indemnity Plans
Medicare Part D and Blue Medicare RX
Medicare HMO Blue

Active employees and all retirees
High and Low Option Dental Blue Plans

Create a Thriving, Healthy Workplace,  
and a High-Performing Workforce

Only MIIA offers Well Aware—a program designed to help all of 
your employees and their family members to live healthy, vibrant, 
and productive lives. We focus on controllable areas of life – eating, 
sleeping and physical activity habits; building resilience and coping 
skills; and fostering meaningful social networks and a sense of 
purpose. 

Municipal Health Benefits Specialists

Our account representatives are knowledgeable, experienced 
specialists…we only serve MA municipal communities. Their job is 
to help you navigate the ever-changing maze of healthcare coverage 
requirements. But they’re also a resource for information and 
guidance on the many programs we offer to help people stay healthy 
and utilize their plan coverage in more effective ways. We’re proud to 
say that our annual surveys always show a high level of satisfaction 
with the quality of service our members receive.  

Containing Costs, Maintaining Quality, and 
Ensuring Stability 

There’s no other insurance provider quite like MIIA. We not only 
provide quality coverage, we give our members tools and guidance 
to help them contain healthcare costs—without compromising on 
quality. We’ll keep you current on all Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
and Cadillac Tax developments to ensure you are compliant with 
the latest changes. Our healthcare expertise ensures that members 
get top value for their healthcare dollar. And our large risk-sharing 
membership pool ensures our long-term stability. 
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http://www.emiia.org/downloads/HMO_Blue_Benchmark.v1.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/HMO_Blue_Benchmark.v2.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/HMO_Blue_Benchmark.v1-Custom_Network.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/HMO_Blue_Benchmark.v1-Modified_Deductible_Plan.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/PPO_Benchmark.v1.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/PPO_Benchmark.v2.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/downloads/PPO_Benchmark.v2-Custom%20Network.pdf
http://www.emiia.org/health-and-dental-insurance/plans/medicare-part-d-blue-medicare-rx

